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YEAR’S BEST US PINOT NOIR
Our blind panels tasted 1,062 new-release US pinot noirs over the past 12 months. Our critics rated 135 as exceptional (90+)
and 26 as Best Buys. Luke Sykora reviews the wines of California; Patrick J. Comiskey covers Oregon.
Find a complete list of wines tasted and all reviews at wineandspiritsmagazine.com.
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what you get is a powerful argument that site
matters here. This is diaphanous and exhilarating; it’s intense, but the flavors settle and
cohere rather than explode: strawberry, raspberry, leafy complexity and the earthy tang of
rooibos tea all come together in a numinous
coastal pinot noir. (W&S 2/17; 140 cases)§ Tessier Winery, Healdsburg, CA

445362

96 | Lioco

$52

2014 Santa Cruz Mountains Saveria
Vineyard Pinot Noir^ This is the Lioco
team’s third vintage working with this sandy
site with a view of Monterey Bay, and it’s
an unforgettable wine. Its leafy raspberry
aroma catches the redwood essence of the
coast, while its flinty reduction and firm
tannins are as imposing as its aromas are
enticing. When he first tasted it, Joshua
Thomas of SF’s Octavia said, “You can tell it’s
going to go somewhere.” And it does: With
two days of air, its effusive coastal perfume
grows more vivid and concentrated, while
its stony structure focuses the red fruit into
a weightless beam that has the clarity of a
delicious Chambolle. Decant one bottle now,
and keep a few more in the cellar for five
or six years. (W&S 10/16; 240 cases)§ Lioco,
Santa Rosa, CA
447018

96 | Tessier

$42

2014 Santa Cruz Mountains Saveria Vineyard Pinot Noir^ Like the 2014 Lioco Saveria
(above), this has a sense of foggy delicacy, the
scent you might find while hiking in coastal
California just as the sun rises. That precise
parallel in the wines is a rare experience in
California, where winemaking variables
often result in radically different takes on the
same vineyard. Saveria—a sandy, fog-cooled
site on the Pacific side of the Santa Cruz
Mountains, just north of Monterey Bay—
may have a vineyard expression that overrides winemaking. Or maybe Lioco’s John
Raytek and Tessier’s Kristie Tacey made similar decisions in the 2014 vintage. In any case,
98
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447896

95 | Cobb

$75

2014 Sonoma Coast Emmaline Ann Vineyard Pinot Noir^ I wasn’t sure “infusive” was
an actual word when I wrote it down after
tasting this astonishing pinot noir made by
Ross Cobb. In fact, it is a word: “Having the
power or quality of infusion,” according to
my musty old two-volume Webster’s. This
comes from a foggy, shady site planted on
sandy Goldridge soil, not far from Sebastopol—and the wine does seem to infuse the
senses with an aromatic fog that you can
almost walk around in, noting a spray of juniper, a lattice full of roses, the cool moisture of
the soil. There’s a tightness to the structure
that will reward aging, but the impression
is one of inner strength rather than weight.
(310 cases)§ Cobb Wines, Occidental, CA

445066

95 | Cobb

$75

2013 Sonoma Coast Jack Hill Vineyard
Pinot Noir^ This tiny, isolated two-acre
vineyard near Freestone is bordered on all
sides by coastal evergreens. Its sandstonebased soils grew some beautiful fruit in 2013.

Ross Cobb’s even hand coaxed that fruit into
a pinot noir with a diaphanous clarity that
might make you hold your breath, if you
didn’t want to keep smelling the wine: a hint
of strawberry, the airy leafiness of oolong
tea, the lift of rose petals. It has a quiet but
captivating persistence, nothing excessive,
nothing missing—the vinous equivalent of
a Basho haiku. (W&S 10/16; 200 cases)§ Cobb
Wines, Occidental, CA
442773

95 | Hirsch

$60

94 | Buena Vista

$48

2012 Sonoma Coast San Andreas Fault
Pinot Noir^ Representing both the fogcooled western ridges of the Hirsch estate
and the slightly sunnier inland ridges, this
is a particularly tense, energetic pinot noir
from coastal Sonoma. The wine’s flavor
and structure are almost indistinguishable,
its sandy grip delivering cool, pristine,
penetrating flavors of rosy spice and tilled
soil. It remains firm and bright even with
three days of air, a testament to the maturity
of the vines that grew the wine, some of which
were part of David Hirsch’s initial planting
in 1980. Let its lean power unwind for a few
years before opening it with something as
simple as a roast chicken, allowing the wine
to take center stage. (W&S 6/16; 2,098 cases)§
Hirsch Winery, Cazadero, CA
447173
2014 Russian River Valley Bela’s Selection
Pinot Noir^ Brian Maloney makes this pinot
noir primarily from three vineyards in
the cool Sebastopol Hills, sites defined by
thin soils, steep slopes and windy weather.
This feels like the quintessence of Russian
River Valley fruit: a lush, satiny, perfectly
formed red cherry flavor that goes on and
on, presenting the region’s richness with
admirable subtlety. A day of air only clarifies
its refinement, bringing out a deliciously
crunchy, near-mineral freshness—think wild
cherry skin. It may take on more complexity
with four or five years of age but it’s hard
to resist right now. (W&S 2/17; 1,173 cases)§
Buena Vista Winery, Santa Rosa, CA
447897

